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Student Name__________________________________________ 
 

WEEKLY PRACTICE RECORD AND REFLECTION LOG 

DUE: Tuesday, October 9  

Weekly Assignments:   
Mark – if you are having difficulty, + if you improve, √ if you can play it without errors. 

Use the Notes section to indicate any problems you are having with the exercises.  Be specific so I can best help you! 
 

Assignment Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun Strategy Notes 

Breathing!! Use your rests to flow your air!          

F stretch, ascending and descending—

work for smooth slurs 
         

Lip Slurs—work to add extra notes!          

R&T #9-15          

C , F, Bb, Eb Scales—work to secure any 

notes you are unsure of—check the key 

signatures! 

         

G Scale—check the key signature!          

Bb Chromatic Scale—one octave plus a 

fifth ascending and descending 
         

Grasp the Dream—mm. 32-57           

As Seasons Change—all—work for 

fluidity so we can add rubato and tempo 

changes 

         

Command March—mm. 57-end            

Tunes that Go Bump—mm. 1-13, 42-end 

correct notes and rhythms at 90%! 
         

Anything else?          
 

By the end of the weekend, which exercises do not land in the 2 column of the Element Rubric on the back page? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Performance Goals:  
Please perform the following music for your audience and check the appropriate boxes after each selection. 

Ask them to listen and follow the music as you play! 

Practice as much as necessary to achieve each goal! 

 

 
 

  G, C, F, Bb, Eb Scales 

  Make your own goal: _____________________________________________ 

Announcements/Important Dates to Remember: 

 8th Grade Night at LEE HS THIS FRIDAY! 

 8th Grade Night at Edison HS Part 2—Homecoming!  Friday, October 12th.  More details to come! 

 Start of Year Forms and Fees are Past Due! 

o Missing Forms will be reflected in Interim Grades.  Let’s get them in! 

 AMAZING job at the Car Wash and Bake Sale!  Thanks for all of your help! 

 Fall Concert—Wednesday, October 17th, 6:00 pm in the MTMS Cafeteria.  Report time:  5:30 pm. 
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EFFORT 
I worked on the task until it was completed. I pushed myself 
to practice even when I came to a difficult part(s).  I viewed 
this challenge as an opportunity to improve my musical 
skills. 
 

I worked on the task until it was completed. I pushed myself 
to continue working on the task even when I came to a 
difficult part(s). 
 

I put some effort into the task, but stopped practicing when 

I came to a difficult part(s). 
 

I put very little effort into the task. 

 

 

 

Write the counts under the following Rhythms. Circle the counts on which you would clap.  

 

 

Element 2 1 0 

Tone Clear, consistent and supported with 

a steady airstream 

At times unclear and inconsistent in 

airstream/support 

Tone is frequently unclear and 

inconsistencies in airstream/support are more 

frequent 

Posture Picture perfect!   

Feet are well placed,  

hand position is well done 

At times is well-executed,  

but is not always correct 

Slouching is frequently present,  

as is incorrect hand position 

Notes and Intonation All notes are correctly performed At times, notes are missed and key 

signature is misinterpreted 

Notes and key signature are frequently 

missed during performance 

Articulation Articulations are performed exactly 

as indicated and are executed with 

correct style 

At times, articulations are unclear and 

some inaccuracies in style are present 

Articulations are frequently unclear and 

many inaccuracies in style are present 

Pulse Steady pulse is maintained 

throughout the performance 

At times, tempi slow down or speed up 

during performance 

Tempi frequently slow down or 

speed up during performance 

Rhythm Rhythms are performed  

exactly as indicated 

A few rhythms were  

inaccurately performed 

Rhythms are frequently missed  

during performance 

Dynamics  

(if any are required by the 

musical excerpt) 

Dynamic contrasts are obvious to the 

listener during the performance 

At times, dynamic contrasts were 

present in performance 

Dynamic contrasts are frequently absent in 

performance 

Student Assessment: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 

Based on your performance, at what LEVEL are you playing these musical elements for this week’s assignment? 

   

NOTES ______    RHYTHMS ______ 

 

Circle the number that best reflects your achievement level at this time: 

Struggling                   Very Confident 

       1   2   3   4   5 

What questions do you have or what do you need help with? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Parent Assessment: 

  I agree with my child’s assessment of his/her performance. 

  I disagree with my child’s assessment of his/her performance. 

 Parent Comments: 

 

Parent Signature__________________________        Date__________ 

ACHIEVEMENT 
I exceeded the goals of the practicing assignment. 

 

I met the goals of the practicing assignment. 

 

I met a few of the goals of the assignment, but did not 

meet all of them. 

 

I did not meet any of the goals of the assignment. 

 


